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Huawei: Leading Global Provider of ICT Infrastructure and Smart Devices

Bring digital to every person, home and organization for a 
fully connected, intelligent world

Huawei's end-to-end portfolio of products, solutions and services are both competitive and secure. 
Through open collaboration with ecosystem partners, we create lasting value for our customers, working 
to empower people, enrich home life, and inspire innovation in organizations of all shapes and sizes.

At Huawei, innovation focuses on customer needs. We invest heavily in basic research, concentrating on 
technological breakthroughs that drive the world forward. 
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5G will extend MBB experience and promote the arrival of the era of "Internet of 
Everything" eMBB

(Enhanced mobile broadband)

URLLC
(Ultra-reliable and low latency 

communications)

mMTC
(Massive machine type 

communications)

Future IMT

3D video, UHD screens

Work and play in the cloud

Augmented reality

Industrial automation

Mission critical application

Self driving carSmart city

Voice

Smart home/building

Gigabytes in a second

5G public network focus on large bandwidth, massive connections, and low 
latency to enable more vertical industries.
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In 60 Seconds
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Mobile Is More Than Business
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5G Continuously Enhances Security Standard Based on 4G

4G

Huawei and the industry jointly contribute to 5G security standard enhancement

5G

Better
user privacy protection

Pseudonymization of users' 
permanent IDs

Encryption of users' 
permanent IDs

Stronger
Air Interface Security

User Plane 
Encryption only

User Plane
Integrity Protection

Hop-by-bop Protection
Between PLMNs

Enhanced
Interconnection security

E2E Protection 
between PLMNs

Anti-alter

Enhanced
cryptographic algorithm

L=256 

e.g. 

L=256 

L=128 

256-bit cryptographic 
algorithm

128-bit cryptographic 
algorithm

( 256 bit algorithm evaluation in 3GPP)
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5G Keys Are Enhanced to 256 Bits

UE
RAN

Core 
network

RRC/UP cipher
(2G-64 bits/3G&4G-128 bits)

4G NAS cipher
(128 bits)

Summit (peak) super computer decryption

The 2/3/4G keys are 64/128 bits, which are 
secure enough now.

• Summit is the most advanced supercomputer developed by IBM for use 
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

• Only a small number of countries have national laboratories. Even if the 
5G network is reduced dimension to 2/3/4G, the network remains secure.

UE
gNodeB

5GC

RRC/UP cipher
(128/256 bits)

NAS cipher
(128/256 bits)

128 bits X seconds

Future Quantum Computer Decryption

256 bits Trillion years

5G keys can be improved to 256 bits to defend 
against future quantum computing risks.

* The concept of quantum computers was first submitted in the 1980s. 
However, quantum computers have yet to be invented (no real world 
examples currently available).

64 bits 3~4 seconds

128 bits Trillion years
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5G Network Evolution Challenges 

Safety/Privacy Critical Scenarios

Viritulaization (NFV, SBA)

Distributed Architecture (MEC, CU/DU, …)

Multi-Tenancy (B2B Network Sharing e.g. MVNO)

Machine 2 Machine & IoT

5G & Legacy Technologies

Introduces new threats and increases the attack surface 

MEC, SBA increase complexity

eHealth, Autonomous Driving, Smart Factory, … , 
compromised networks may result in loss of life.

Slicing end to end chunks of the networks for MVNO and 
large enterprises, increases the risk for unauthorized 
access, abuse and data leaks.

2G/3G/4G technologies will co-exist with 5G networks ~5-
10 years, exposing downgrade, bypass attack vectors.

IoT devices offer only weak identity/security 
capabilities, Hard to govern/ control and often include 
vulnerabilities which allow them to be used as DDoS / 
Bot networks.
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Methodology: Use IPDRR to Ensure Network Resilience

R (Recover)D (Detect)
Time

Service/
Network 

availability
I (Identify)

P (Protect)

R (Response)

Before attack In attack After attack
Cybersecurity 
events

To strengthen the resilience of infrastructure, NIST published <Framework for Improving 
Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity> on April 16,2018.

Network resilience refers to the capability of providing and maintaining the acceptable 
service level when a normal service or network faces various faults and challenges.
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Huawei Approach Towards This Industry Challenge

• … Government and mobile operators both have a role to 

play in safeguarding the integrity of telecommunication 

infrastructure

Vendor

Vertical 
Industries

Governmen
t

Operator
Cyber

Security
……

Individual 
Users

Industry 
Organization

…
Standards & VerificationLaws & Regulations

Robust & 
Resilient Network

Comply Standards &
Secure Equipment

Security AwarenessSecurity Ecosystem

Major 
contributor to 
SA3, driving 5G 
security 
standardization

Board memberTop 
Contributor to 
NFV Security 
Group 
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Thank You.
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